Additional Information on Add Health

1A. Measures
We use the following measures in this study:
 Years of educational attainment as measured at Wave 4. We used the same coding as in earlier work (1) (3, 4) Detailed description of the Add Health study design has been published previously (5) . Details on specific variables can be found at: http://www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/addhealth/documentation/ace. Table S1 compares the two analytic samples we studied to the full Add Health Wave IV sample. The two analytic samples were all ("Genotyped") Add Health participants who provided genetic data and ("Friends") the subset of those individuals who also reported having a friend who provided genetic data.
1B. Genotyping
About 15,000 Add Health respondents (or 96%) consented to genotyping during the Wave 4 interview in 2008-09 for purposes of approved Add Health Wave 4 research. Of those who consented to genotyping, ~12,000 (or 80%) agreed to have their DNA archived for future testing. DNA extraction and genotyping was conducted on this archive sample using two platforms (Omni1 and Omni2.5). Quality control procedures were performed on the genetic samples collected yielding genetic data from 9,975 individuals on 609,130 SNPs.
We estimated admixture proportions (6) for all respondents (based on an assumption of four ancestral populations). They are shown in Figure S1 as a function of self-reported race/ethnicity. The Europeans are generally less admixed than the other groups. Amongst the African-ancestry respondents, a large number of respondents have fairly large amounts of European admixture. This pattern has been previously observed (7) and is consistent with a "one-drop rule" of racial identification. Due to issues associated with interpretation of GWAS results (8) and polygenic scores (9) in diverse samples, we focus most analyses on a set of unrelated genetically homogenous respondents of European origin (N=5,692). The homogeneity of this group relative to the broader sample of genotyped respondents can be seen ( Figure S2 ) based on a comparison of PCs.
1C. Polygenic Scores
Polygenic scores (PGSs) were created using SNPs in the Add Health genetic database that were matched to SNPs with reported results in a GWAS. We also pruned all SNPs where the risk allele identified via GWAS could not be readily identified in the Add Health genetic database. For each SNP, a loading was calculated as the number of trait-associated alleles multiplied by the effect size estimated in the original GWAS (10) (11) (12) . SNPs with relatively large p-values will have small effects (and thus be down weighted in creating the composite), so we do not impose a p-value threshold (13) . Loadings were summed across the SNP set to calculate the polygenic score (we used 559,161, 565,368, and 564,041 SNPs to create the education, BMI, and height scores, respectively). Amongst the set of genetically homogeneous respondents of European continental ancestry (see Figure 2 ; note: polygenic scores were only created for this group), the score was residualized across the first 10 principal components (computed within the same subsample) to control for remaining population stratification (14) . The score was then standardized to have a mean of 0 and SD of 1.
1D. Social Networks
In our complete genetic sample, there are approximately 5,199 individuals in 7,217 friendship pairs after excluding related individuals. Amongst the genetically homogeneous sample, there are 2,888 people in 4,574 friendship pairs. Friendship pairs are clustered in schools and the schools contain different numbers of friendship pairs (see Figure S3 ). While the friendship nominations were made by all students in each school, in the majority of schools only a sample of students was included in the longitudinal survey (and thus would be eligible for genotyping). However, for the purposes of studying the social networks in these schools, a set of 16 schools contained saturation samples of all students (5) . One such school provided a disproportionate number of the friends. To ensure that our results are not driven by this school, we replicated several results based on analyses that exclude this school ( Figure S6 ; Table S6 columns 8-9). Table S2 considers associations between network characteristics, in particular the number of friends an individual nominated, and the relevant polygenic scores and phenotypes. None of the three polygenic scores were associated with the number of friends an individual nominated (r<0.03 for all). Friendships tend to be with those of similar values on PCs 1 and 2 (correlations between PCs 1 and for an individual and their mean friend are 0.24 and 0.29 respectively).
Additional notes for Results Section 1
Results in the main text utilize a metric for genetic similarity that is independent of the metric used for genetic relatedness and can be readily extended to non-genetic data (15) . Figure S4 illustrates the fact that, here amongst the homogeneous respondents, friends tend to be more genetically similar than randomly formed dyads (compare to Figure 1A of (16)). Note that the distribution of the friend pairs has a mean higher than the distribution of all randomly formed pairs. Estimates of similarity in the main text are computed based on these densities. Denoting the empirical CDFs of these densities as F (for friends) and A (for all dyads), we consider the area between the curve (A(x), F(x)) and the 45 degree line. Table S3 contains estimates of genetic similarity as in Table 1 of main text, but with genetic similarity computed via REAP (17) as well as King (18) . Consider first the similarity indices computed on the sample of genetically homogeneous respondents. As with the King estimates discussed in the main text, the REAP-based estimate is also detecting some degree of increased genetic similarity between friends. The degree of similarity is reduced, suggesting that some of the similarity detected by King may be due to assortment of friends within, say, European ethnic groups. Additionally, we observe genetic similarity of schoolmates as compared to random individuals from the population.
2A. REAP Analyses of genetic similarity
We also considered REAP estimates based on the full sample of genotyped respondents. Again, we observed increased genetic similarity between friends and schoolmates.
Additional notes for Results Section 2
Table S4 contains the regression results upon which Figure 1B of the main text is based.
3A. Sensitivity analyses relating to population stratification
We further probed the degree to which the findings of Figure 1 are due to remaining population structure amongst the homogeneous respondents of European continental ancestry by examining increasingly homogeneous subsets of respondents (differently colored points in Figure S5 ). We also restrict calculations of social-genetic components (e.g., mean polygenic scores for friends) to those in the homogeneous subsets. Results are shown in Table S5 . An individual's educational attainment PGS is related to that of their friends (M1) and is robust to all but the most restrictive filtering choice that leaves only 568 respondents. Note, however, that the coefficient estimate remains relatively stable across all specifications; the lack of significance is due to a larger CI for this estimate. Figure S6 is a revised version of Figure 1 from the main text where we consider only those students outside the one saturation school (see Section 1D). Results are similar to those of Figure  1 . Table S6 contains the regression results on which Figure 2 of the main text is based (i.e., columns 1 and 2 contain estimates from M3 and M4). We also conducted further analysis; columns 3, 4, and 6 show effects of the individual and social-genomes separately. Column 7 contains estimates based on inclusion of a school-level fixed effect.
3B. Genetic associations outside of saturation school
Column 5 considers the degree to which the friend PGS predicts an individual's phenotype net of observable characteristics of the individual, specifically Wave 1 Peabody score and their overall high school GPA. This is especially relevant for the prediction of educational attainment. There is attenuation in the estimated association between friend mean polygenic score and own educational attainment after introducing these potential mediators (contrast columns 1 and 5; results shown here have different N's due to missingness in the Peabody and GPA predictors but results are comparable when restricted to the same sample).
The remaining columns consider estimates similar to columns 1-2 but based on different samples. Columns 8-9 contain results based on excluding those students from the saturation school containing a disproportionate number of European-descent friends. Columns 10-11 are based on only those schools which contain at least 80% self-identified white respondents. Columns 12-13 are based on mutual friendship nominations.
4A. SGE accounting for overall genetic similarity
As suggested by recent work (19), we also considered modified versions of M5-M8 where we include a genetic effect to control for overall genetic similarity of the respondents (rather than similarity specifically at the putatively causal loci identified in each GWAS). We consider x i =a+b•PGS i +c•µ F (y i )+u i +e (M3') where we assume that the vector u (a column vector consisting of the stacked u i ) has distribution Normal[0, A] where A is the genetic relatedness matrix computed as in (20) which is also used for estimation (i.e., GCTA). Table S7 contains results from models similar to M3'. Estimates are slightly attenuated (e.g., in M3 for educational attainment the coefficient on the friend PGS falls from 0.154 in the OLS specification to 0.136 in the GCTA specification) but qualitatively similar. Note that the SEs from the GCTA models do not account for school clustering. Table S8 considers results related to the educational attainment PGS from M3 and M4 in the increasingly homogeneous respondents of Figure S5 . Results are significant in all specifications. Table S9 considers estimates similar to those in Figure 2 but with an interaction between the measure of social genome and sex (female is the reference category). There is no evidence for moderation of the social genetic effects as a function of sex.
4B. Sensitivity Analyses relating to population stratification
4C. Moderation of social genetic effects by sex
4D. Wider social networks
We also consider a broader social network, one consisting of both an individual's immediate friends and their friends of friends. Results (Table S10) were comparable to those in Figure 2 . Note that, for educational attainment, the mean polygenic score of all first-and second-degree friends in an individual's network up to distance two has predictive strength between that of the mean PGS of the individual's friends and the individual's schoolmates.
4E. Alternative measure of adiposity
We also considered waist/height ratio, an alternative measure of obesity that may be more directly related to accumulation of adipose tissue (21) . Using this measure in place of BMI in M3 and M4 (Table S11) , we obtained similar results. Table S12 contains results from models testing for social epistasis. Specifically we consider Table S1 . Descriptive Statistics for non-genetic variables. Panel A shows descriptive statistics for non-genetic variables for the full Add Health sample. Panel B shows descriptive statistics for non-genetic variables in the subsample who provided genetic data and who were identified as having primarily European-descent ancestry. The first column ("All") describes data for all Add Health participants in follow-up at Wave 4. The second column ("Genotyped") includes data for participants in the genetic database. The third column ("Friends") includes data for participants in the genetic database who reported at least one other participant in the genetic database as a friend on their social network questionnaire completed as part of Add Health Wave 1. Table S5 . Sensitivity analysis of population-stratification bias to estimates of social genetic correlation on educational attainment polygenic scores among friends and schoolmates. We repeated the analysis of educational attainment polygenic scores in Table S4 within subsamples of the European-descent Add Health participants. The subsamples were defined by forming ellipses around a centroid defined by principal components 1 and 2 ( Figure S5 ). The largest ellipse (black) included all European-descent participants. Successive Blue, Green, Red, and Purple ellipses were smaller, restricting the analysis sample to an increasingly genetically homogenous group. Figure S5 PGS Table S7 . Genetic main effects and social genetic effect estimated using OLS and GCTA. Column 1 shows the genetic main effect estimate in comparison to a GCTA estimate (column 4). Column 2 shows the friend-level social genetic effect estimate reported in the main text in comparison to a GCTA estimate (column 5). Column 3 shows the school-level social genetic effect estimate reported in the main text in comparison to a GCTA estimate (column 6). Table S8 . Sensitivity analysis of population-stratification bias to estimates of social genetic effects on educational attainment among friends and schoolmates. We repeated the analysis of social genetic effects on educational attainment in Table S6 within subsamples of the European-descent Add Health participants. The subsamples were defined by forming ellipses around a centroid defined by principal components 1 and 2 ( Figure S5 ). The largest ellipse (black) included all European-descent participants. Successive Blue, Green, Red, and Purple ellipses were smaller, restricting the analysis sample to an increasingly genetically homogenous group. M3 M4 Color in Figure S5 PGS Figure S1 . Smoothed admixture plots (k=4) over all genotyped respondents based on selfreported race/ethnicity. Figure S2 . Genetically homogenous European subsample (black dots) compared to the full genetic sample (red dots) on first two PCs computed using all genotyped respondents. (Tables S5 and S8 ). Figure S6 . Genetic similarity of friends outside of the saturation school (c.f., Figure 1 of main text). Figure S7 . Prototypical plots comparing estimated educational attainment from M3 and M5. Note: Confidence intervals do not account for clustering into schools.
4F. Social Epistasis
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